[New perspectives on molecular and genic therapies in Down syndrome].
Trisomy 21 was first described as a syndrome in the middle of the nineteenth century and associated to a chromosomic anomaly one hundred years later: the most salient feature of this syndrome is a mental retardation of variable intensity. Molecular mapping and DNA sequencing have allowed identifying the gene content of chromosome 21. Molecular quantitative analyses indicated that trisomy is inducing an overexpression for a large part of the triplicated genes and deregulates also pathways involving non HSA21 genes. Together with the physiological description of murine models overexpressing orthologous genes, these data have allowed to elaborate hypotheses on the cause of cognitive impairment. From these hypotheses and using murine models it is now possible to assess the efficiency of various therapeutic strategies. This paper reviews these new perspectives starting from the strategies targeting the level of HSA21 RNAs or HSA21 proteins; then it describes methods targeting activities either of proteins involved in cell cycle pathways or of proteins controlling the synaptic plasticity. It is promising that strategies targeting specific genes or specific pathways are already giving positive results.